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hristmas
is
almost
here
again!
The
children are excited, the
trees are decorated, the
advent calendar is up,
we’ve been to two
Christmas markets, the letters are written to Papa Noel…., we haven’t quite
gotten around to the Christmas cards,
calendars, shopping and the wrapping
yet in my house, I’ve a funny feeling
some of it’s going to have to slip
through the cracks, but I don’t really
mind this year. Having children at
Christmas is a special gift, full of
magic, and sparkles, and lights, and
stories, and family, and music and
making them feel special, and this
year, that’s what I’m concentrating on.
It’s not always easy, celebrating
Christmas far from home and family.
Dealing with different cultures, foods,
cuts of meat, another language. Often
we end up making things up as we go
along. Without the possibility of
following our own traditions, we’re

Our stall at the TWIG Christmas
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Fayre

forced to create new ones. While this
can be somewhat daunting, it can be
great fun, and lead to the kind of memories your children will take with
them forever. It’s easy to get lost in the
panic of trying to make Christmas as
special for your children as it was for
you, or to make it special for your children like it never was for you. Getting
the menu just right, the perfect presents, making the house look just perfect, putting up the right lights, getting
the perfect tree. But when you really
think about it, if the turkey doesn’t
have sausage meat stuffing because
the sausage meat here tastes funny,
and if the tree sheds its needles all
over the living room floor, and if your
house is a mess with unwashed dishes
littering the work surfaces in the
kitchen and no room in your fridge for
the Christmas ham that you can’t find
in the shops anyway, and you can’t
find a single shop with a Christmas
scene in the window, and the Christmas lights are laughable... Does any of
that really matter to a little child who
believes in magic? To make Christmas
perfect for a child, all you really need is
a sense of fun and lots of patience.
Look for the magic in the little things,
the reflection of fairy lights in a
window, the trace of footprints outside,
the fun of cutting out some Christmas
cookies, of finding that elusive house
where they went all out creating a
fairyland in their garden, of spending
time on the floor playing animal charades or singing Christmas songs, or
telling stories. Children don’t mind if

we bend the traditions now and then,
what matters is that we’re together, sharing the magic. To paraphrase the song,
all your tots want for Christmassss is
yooouuuuuu.
So whether you’re going home or
staying put, I wish you all a very merry
Christmas, and may you find the joy
hidden in the simple things and in the
lights in your childrens eyes.
IN FUNDRAISING NEWS, we’re meeting
Association Dominique next Tuesday to
present them with a cheque for €3 204,
the result of last year’s fundraising! On
their behalf, thank you all very much for
your hard work and generosity. Our
donation will be put to good use. If
anyone would like to learn more about
Association Dominique, and the wonderful work they do, please don’t hesitate to
contact any of the committee members
and we’ll fill you in.
More recently, the Tots and Co. stall at
the TWIG Christmas Fayre was a phenomenal success, and I’d like to thank everyone involved. A lot of hard work was
done collecting, testing, cleaning, bagging and pricing toys, and so many
people were so generous with donations
and purchases. We raised an amazing
€1447! I’d like to thank in particular everyone who volunteered to store the toys,
to clean the toys, to set up the stall the
day before and to man the stall on the
day, it was great fun and I can’t wait till
next year!

Catherine
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Molly
Viennot

How old are you?
I am seven.

Tell us about one person in your family.
My brother Jack. He’s two, and he’s funny. He makes
me laugh because sometimes he does silly things like
roaring like a dinosaur and thinking he is a dinosaur
when he’s not.
What makes you happy?
Coming home when my house is all tidy. That is not
very often.
What food do you love eating?
Steak haché and chips.
What book do you like reading?
The Zazie and Max books. My favourite one is when
Max thinks only boys can be fun, but because Zazie
is fun, she must have a willy. He spends the whole
story trying to find out if she is a boy in disguise.
When you are not at school what do you do?
I play with my brothers, Jack, Felix and Harry. We
usually play with our playmobil or I read stories to
my little brothers.
Where was your last holiday?
This summer we went to my Grandma and
Grandpa’s house near Toulouse and all our English
friends came.
Do you have a favourite place or friend?
I don’t have any favourite friends, because I like all of
them. My favourite place is Florida, because it’s hot and
there are loads of fun things to do like waterparks.
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By Laura Fox & LJ Desmeulles

tree
decoration

Kieran Tsui
How old are you?
I am six since August.
Tell us about one person in your family.
About Leela. I like her - she's my little sister and she's
1 and a half. I like her because she's fun but sometimes I don't like her when she doesn't give me the
toys back!
What makes you happy?
I like everything, especially the cards you do (talking
to mummy there, who goes all "awwww"!)
What food do you love eating?
Spaghetti!!!!
What book do you like reading?
I love pirate books - my favourite is "The Pirates Next
Door"
Can you sing us a song?
[Kieran takes his best radio voice and starts
screaming 'this girl is on fire', with Adam his brother
doing chorus with him.....]
When you are not at school what do you do?
I play at home with Adam and Leela. Or I go shopping (ie, spends hours in the toys aisles....)
Where was your last holiday?
In October I went to England, to Portsmouth. I took
the plane and I went to the supermarket and Peppa Pig
World. It was good.
Do you have a favourite place or friend?
Both. My favourite place is Playpark and my favourite
person is Lisa. She's at school with me and she's nice.
(Then mummy says: are you going to say you will
marry her?, to which Kieran quickly answers 'oh no,
don't write that, everyone will read it'...... Ooooops,
too late!)

wreath

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

Plastic or ceramic figurines
Glass jar
Paint (optional)
Sandpaper
Clear-drying epoxy
Glitter
Glycerin

A3 paper
Paint
Crepe paper
Glitter etc to decorate

Paper
Scissors
Felt tips or paints
Stick-on eyes
Pipe Cleaners/straws
Red pompom

• If the jar lids are not in seasonal colors already, paint
them. • Sand the inside of the
lid until the surface is rough.
With strong glue or glue gun,
adhere the figurine to the
inside of the lid, and let dry. •
Fill the jar almost to the top
with cool distilled water; add
a few pinches of glitter and a
dash of glycerin (available at
pharmacy) to keep the glitter
from falling too quickly. Don't
add too much, or the glitter
will stick to the bottom of the
jar when it's flipped. • Put a
small amount of glue and
screw on the lid tightly, being
careful not to dislodge the
figurine. Turn the jar over and
back again -- and let it snow.

This simple handprint wreath
is easy to make and looks
very effective on the door.

This is a great decoration for
your Christmas tree.

• Take a large sheet of white
paper (A3) so children have
enough space to make a
circle of handprints. • When
paint has dried add a bow
made from crepe paper and
allow your child to decorate
as they wish. • Then add a
little ribbon to hang it.
Note of advice, when using
glitter it is easier if you put
some out on a plate or in a
shaker, otherwise you will still
be finding glitter everywhere
next Christmas.

• Draw around your child's
hand • Then get your child to
colour in the hand brown •
Then cut out the handprint
• Add an eye on each side of
the thumb • Get a pipe
cleaner and cut to size so as
to make antlers. If you don't
have a pipe cleaner you
could use a straw • Don't
forget to add a red nose, this
one did have a Pompom nose
but it has fallen off since last
year.... My boys added a bell
they found, although it isn't
necessary • Then add a piece
of ribbon to hang it.
Have fun handprinting....
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Catherine Savage
What brings you
to Toulouse?

How long have you
been here and for how
long will you stay?
We arrived here at the end of
August this year for 3 years.

Tell us about your
family
I am married to Dave and we
have 2 children, Isla who is
two and half, and Heath who
is 8 months old. The final
member of our family is Murdock
our 8 year old (and 8 stone)
Rhodesian Ridgeback dog.

What did you do
before motherhood?
I was (and technically still am
as I am on maternity leave

What do you miss
about “home”

What do you do
in your free time?
The obvious answer is sleep!
However, when I do get free
time I enjoy long walks with
our dog, pilates and have
recently taken up photography.

the language war

T

The weather, beurre
sel eclairs, good cheap
red wine & open air
markets.

until February) a solicitor
specialising in contract litigation working for a large law
firm in Bristol.

french...
By Laura Fox

What are your
favourite things
about France?

My husband is a military pilot and when an
opportunity arose for
him to work in Toulouse
with Airbus as a civilian
we jumped at it.

FOOD

Friends, family and a good
bacon sandwich. My husband
would say a pint in the local pub.

What noticeable
differences do you
find between France
and your home
country?
The standard of driving (as
evidenced by the number of
dented
cars)
and
the
c o u r te o u s /d i s c o u r te o u s
drivers. - Sunday trading.
I love that small towns and
villages still seem to be thriving in France. My own village
Seysses has lots of small businesses and everyone seems
to buy locally which is great.

he loved or dreaded subject of learning
French has been a never ending seesaw
ride for me. When I arrived in France
not knowing any French, I often responded to
the foreign words, not in English, but with the
little Spanish I knew (not on purpose…my
brain was confused). I relied on my husband
to struggle with his limited French and spent
my time avoiding unfamiliar places unless I
was with someone who didn’t care to make
mistakes. The first year, I progressed quite
quickly with a tutor coming to my house three
hours a week (paid by the company). The
second year, my tutor continued to come, paid
by me, but I was not satisfied with my
progress. Instead, I attempted to further my
language skills by watching more French TV
and speaking to the parents at the local French
school. But it wasn’t enough! At times, I had
high motivation to master the language, and
other times, I stayed in my bubble of comfort
going to places where I knew I wouldn’t completely embarrass myself.
For this year, I was determined to step up
my game and find a French course. Without
much searching, I found one through the Tournfeuille mairie. It was four hours a week, fit in
my afternoon schedule and cost a whopping
11,50 euros for the entire year! I had to give it

a try since the other courses were in the
evening (the worst time) or in Toulouse.
I have been attending the course since
September and overall it is quite good. We
had an evaluation at the beginning of the year
to determine our existing French knowledge
within four group levels. We do a variety of
things: have informal discussions, grammar,
reading, and, my worst, pronunciation. Some
classes are better than others, but isn’t any
course like that? My fellow classmates are
from all over the world, which is a great way to
learn about other cultures while speaking
French. In addition to the classes, we have
gone on one all day field trip to the jardin des
martels. And we will have a demonstration
cooking day, followed by a meal, four times a
year.
If you are looking for a way to enhance
your French, I recommend checking with your
local mairie. The one in Tournefeuille is open
to only those who live in the town, however I
know of other courses in other towns. It is also
a great way to meet local people that may
want to chat in French outside of class!

Giroussens, village-with-a-view
next to le Jardin des Martels
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View 1
By Sarah Higgs

Corporal punishment is no good – studies
show that in countries where it is banned,
delinquency and child/teenage suicide
decrease substantially. I was amazed to see
that as many as sixteen European countries
have chosen to make it illegal (for info, in
France it is still allowed, and in the UK it’s
banned in schools but permitted in the home).
Now there is a difference between the
kind of corporal punishment that would cause
delinquency and suicide, and me smacking
my boy when my patience runs out. I don’t
imagine for one second that my actions could
ever have such a drastic effect. There are
nevertheless many reasons why I shouldn’t
slap my son, the main one being that children
who are smacked might think it’s OK to hit
someone weaker than themselves, and will
probably smack their own kids one day. Being
French, I grew up considering that it was OK
to smack, provided you don’t really hurt; to
me, children needed to be disciplined and
given firm limits, and smacking was just one
way to get to that. It took an encounter with
Nonviolent Communication for me to realize
that there are better ways to give consistent
limits (which I still think are fundamental to a
child) that enable you to build a much better
relationship with children.
Non-Violent Communication isn’t just
about not smacking. I’ll let Wikipedia define it
for you:
Nonviolent Communication
(abbreviated NVC, also called Compassionate Communication or Collaborative Communication) is a communication process
developed by Marshall Rosenberg beginning
in the 1960s. NVC often functions as a conflict
resolution process. It focuses on three aspects
of communication: self-empathy (defined as a
deep and compassionate awareness of one's
own inner experience), empathy (defined as
listening to another with deep compassion),
and honest self-expression (defined as
expressing oneself authentically in a way that
is likely to inspire compassion in others).
NVC is based on the idea that all human
beings have the capacity for compassion and
only resort to violence or behavior that harms
others when they don't recognize more effec-

tive strategies for meeting needs. Habits of
thinking and speaking that lead to the use of
violence (psychological and physical) are
learned through culture. NVC theory supposes all human behavior stems from
attempts to meet universal human needs and
that these needs are never in conflict. Rather,
conflict arises when strategies for meeting
needs clash. NVC proposes that if people can
identify their needs, the needs of others, and
the feelings that surround these needs, harmony can be achieved.
While NVC is ostensibly taught as a process of communication designed to improve
compassionate connection to others, it has
also been interpreted as a spiritual practice, a
set of values, a parenting technique, an educational method and a worldview.
If you’d like to learn about Nonviolent
Communication with children, I highly recommend a book written by two Canadian mums:
How to talk so kids will listen and listen so kids
will talk, by Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish
(http://www.amazon.co.uk/How-Talk-KidsWill-Listen/dp/1848123094/ref=dp_ob_title_bk/
276-5237194-2525165).
I’d love to live in an ideal world where I’d
always follow the great principles and ideas I
have learnt through reading this book (and
also through going to an exciting training
course every Friday night for about 10 weeks).
But unfortunately, just being tired or frustrated can mean that I let my old demons take
over, and my hand reaches my five year old
son’s cheek without me being able to hold it
back! I’m proud of myself for having got to the
point where these instances are only rare, but
they still happen. So then I have the choice
between: a) thinking he deserves it and that’s
that, b) feeling guilty and pretending I’m not,
or c) after having calmed down, wishing I
hadn’t done that, and then thinking of ways to
turn the situation into something positive.
Nowadays I choose c).
I believe that it’s OK for my son to see me
as a human being with my weaknesses, as
long as I try to improve myself. So if I go and
see my boy and tell him I slapped him
because I was feeling very angry, and that I
tried really hard not to do it but it was very
difficult for me to remain calm, and that I’m
sorry I smacked him, then I consider that I’m
doing a good job as a mum. And sometimes, I

tell him that I’d like to find, with him, ways of
not getting into that situation again (well, this
hasn’t happened more than just a few times,
but I’m working on it). So we sit down and we
make a list of what we could do to improve
the situation, and ideally, I’d try to refer to it as
often as possible.
I have come a long way, extricating
myself from cultural and family norms to try
and be a better mum. It’s far from perfect, but
I could never go back to my old way of thinking, which was that children need to be
trained and tamed to fit the mold grown-ups
have decided on for them, even if it’s through
harsh punishment.

View 2
By Anonymous

I would never smack my children and I have
never smacked my children. I have been a
little rough putting them on the “naughty
step” perhaps but I have never raised a finger
to them. That does not mean I am a better
parent for not having done so because I have
been known to raise my voice to shouting
level on the odd occasion when stressed
which is according to studies (on an abusive
level) actually more damaging than physical
abuse. Scary.
Why would I never smack my child?
Because I deem it the ultimate betrayal of
parental trust. My father was a very volatile
father to us when we were small children. You
never knew how he would react to something
you had done. He would either laugh or rush
at you. You never knew which so you were
always ready to run. He was a violent man on
occasions. He pushed me into a glass window
once that shattered on to my hair and hands
and he once slapped me around the head. His
rage was, I have come to learn, rather exceptional to say the least but as I sat in my
bedroom as a teenager my bruises throbbing,
I felt betrayed and humiliated. I felt the injustice of being punished through corporal
punishment very early on.
“Don't hit. It's wrong to hit” you tell your
child. And you slap his hand. Did I miss
something? Is that not a little confusing? You
tell your child not to do something that you do.
Great life lesson!
WINTER 2013 • 9

smacking DEBATE

I feel corporal punishment shameful. On
anyone or indeed any living creature. You
are basically choosing to hit something
weaker than yourself and to show your
power through it. We do not own our children. We are raising them to be happy and
balanced adults and one day to be able to
fly the nest. We are lucky to have them and
we should respect them as they should
respect us. Your child will grow up (if you hit
them enough) jumpy, nervy, untrusting and
perversely possibly violent himself as a
result of your actions. Another thing that you
risk is to have a child that does not particularly like you and who certainly may question your relationship in later years.
I read recently that successful parents
do not even have to punish their children
because their children are so secure that
they know what is expected of them and
they do not do things that constitute sanction. Imagine that? Yes, it seems near impossible (I know that I get cross often and definitely put my children on the step) but it is
worth thinking about. As my son shouted at
his younger brother the other day I knew it
was coming from somewhere. We need to
model the behaviour we wish our children to
have and then life will be more peaceful,
disputes will be fewer and the need to punish
less.
Why do some people use corporal
punishment? Is it more to do with their fear
of not being respected or a real need to
make a point with their child? All this needs
careful reflection because every day we do
something unjust, a child suffers and he is
being influenced and possibly marked for
life by our choices.

Christmas jokes

to tide you over until the crackers

Collected by Charlotte Gibson

What do you call a
bunch of grandmasters
of chess bragging
about their games in a
hotel lobby?
Chess nuts boasting in an
open foyer

Knock Knock
- Who's there ?
Wayne
- Wayne who ?
Wayne in a
manger...

What do you get if
you eat Christmas
decorations (apart
from told off)?
Tinselitis
Who looks after
Father Christmas
when he's ill?
The national Elf service

Where do Santa's
little helpers go to
relax?
the elf farm

There’s no
business like
snow business!

What is a
mum's favourite
Christmas carol?
Silent Night!
What did the pack of
Walkers say to the Skips?
Merry Crispmas!
What's brown and sneaks
around the kitchen?
Mince spies
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What
nationality
is Santa
Claus?
North Polish

Why don't reindeer
like penguins?
Because they can never
get the wrappers off

A donkey carried Mary into Bethlehem.
What would you call a three legged donkey?
a wonky

WINTER 2013 • 11

in defence of french tv

"I’m
t
i
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e
l
a litt
ocd..."

By Anonymous

E

veryone these days is a “little bit when out of my house I had to use a
OCD”. It's almost become fashio- public loo. My hands cracked and bled
nable which is useful if you really and life was exhausting. Shaking hands
have it and irritating if you really have it. with anyone was a big no. Winter was
Useful because then you can actually great as I got to wear gloves so “protecadmit to it without feeling like the freak ted” myself without rousing suspicion
you did many years ago and irritating from my entourage. Why did I do this? I
because if all I did was line up all my am uncertain but as with many OCD
shoes I would feel a whole lot better than cases mine was possibly triggered by
puberty and a stressful
I do most days.
When
I
took
my
A-Levels
family event although
There is no such
I
wrote
down
every
five
there is much research
thing as “a little bit
minutes
where
I
was
in
into genetic factors.
OCD”. You either have
case I went somewhere
Both my siblings have
it or you do not and
unless it interferes
without thinking about it. it and, I suspect, my
father.
significantly with your
My OCD changed over the years. I stardaily life then believe me, you do not
suffer from it. When it is at its most ted checking that the door was locked. I
vicious you can feel unworthy of life itself. made sure the gas was off. Not reasoIt really is hell personified and there is no nably so. I would check and check and
escape on those days. OCD stands for the more I checked the more I doubted. It
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. That is was like scratching a mosquito bite. The
right: Obsessive. The question you need more you scratch the more you itch.
to ask yourself is does OCD take up at There was no respite. Later, at college, I
least one hour of your day every day? At would fear posting letters in case I put
thirteen years old I washed my hands something incriminating inside the enveconstantly. I showered three times a day. lope. I would check the letter many times
If my pen fell on the floor I did not pick it before going anywhere near a letter box.
up unless my sleeve covered my hand. I When I took my A-Levels I wrote down
washed the soles of my shoes and school every five minutes where I was in case I
uniform every single night of the week. I went somewhere without thinking about
would avoid drinking too much in case it. Sounds mad? It is a little but that is
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OCD. The person is not mad. The disorder is cruel and it is certainly not personified by the occasional alignment of shoes.
OCD traps you if you let it. It is triggered
by anxiety and it thrives on fatigue and
unhappiness. A bad day sets it off. The
obsession (the O in the OCD) is the thing
that bothers you: disease for example.
The compulsion (the C in OCD) is the
thing that you do to ease your anxiety. For
example if you are afraid you will get a
disease from touching something (O) you
will wash your hands (C) and then you
will feel better. That is the theory however
because in fact you will only obtain temporary relief. You are telling your brain it
was right to worry and next time the
obsession will feel even stronger and the
need to wash will be even harder to
ignore. You will not be able to resist “just
one more time”.
In 2008 I wrote down everything I did
in a diary so I could check it later. Those
diaries made me ill as I could not stop
checking what I had written. What did I
do? I told my husband to hide them and
that eventually we would burn them. Not
having them to refer to made me behave
like a deprived drug addict. I searched the
house for them. I even looked inside the
loo lid and unscrewed air vents in my bid
to have them back. My boyfriend determined not to bow to my demands (we
had agreed in advance that he would not
do so) and one day when I felt I was ready
we put them onto a woodpile in the
garden and burned every single one. It
destroyed me briefly but then I felt an
enormous relief. I was free! That was by
far the most courageous act yet and a
great source of pride in my battle with

OCD.
After more than twenty years I have
finally found a psychiatrist who is helping
me deal with my disorder. The best way
to tackle OCD is to undergo a course of
cognitive behavior therapy which helps
one to question one's thoughts and to
change one's way of thinking and reacting.
OCD affects 1.2% of the population,
(12 in 1,000 people). That means that in
Tots and Co I am not alone in my battle.
And OCD is not just something you can
hope to guess from chapped hands or
from watching a friend try her door
handle three or four times before walking
down the street with you. OCD can also
be thought-based. There will be compulsions (even if the sufferer is unaware) but
they will be invisible: ruminations. If your
obsession is the idea that you may run
someone down in your car then you may
spend the rest of the day thinking about
whether you may have done so or not.
You may replay the journey in your head,
think about whether or not you heard a
noise that could have been an impact for
example. Nobody can see you do this but
it can take up all your energy and your
concentration and relationships will
suffer as a result. Your partner will think
you are a lousy listener and if you miss
appointments because you are so busy
thinking about your journey to work you
will gain a reputation for being unreliable.
OCD is like a broken record. It skips and
skips and skips...apparently there is a
physiological reason for this. Brain signals
really are firing back and forth in a way
that those without OCD do not experience!
WINTER 2013 • 13

There is a way out. Once you realise
that OCD will always try to find a way
through and always try to gain the upper
hand, you have a chance. You have to
look it in the face and resist all temptation
to alleviate your anxiety because (and I
have learned this) all anxiety does eventually peter out. Even the most vile, virulent sort. At the moment I am undergoing
exposure therapy which means that I
have to do everything I most dislike doing
in a bid to acclimatise my brain to
discomfort so that when I encounter a
certain place or situation I will no longer
react to it with a compulsion. For some
people that may mean getting in a car
and driving around despite their fear that
they may run someone over. It means
walking around the kitchen with a knife
in your pocket whilst feeding the baby (if
like some with OCD you fear that you
may stab your loved ones). Eventually
through these exercises those with OCD
learn that thoughts are just that. It is not
because we have the thought that we will
act on it even if our whole body is
convinced that it will.
If you suffer from OCD do not be
discouraged by the doctor who says “try
to think of other things” or “OCD does
not exist”. It is absolutely not true. Doctors are making advances every day and
suggesting more and more as I have said,
that it is a brain disorder and possibly
genetic. OCD is not your fault. It just happens but you can get help. I took twenty
plus years to find my amazing psychiatrist and my life has been turned around.
Talking therapies are not always advisable
in terms of OCD treatment although they
can help you tackle the depression /
14 • WINTER 2013

family issues you may encounter as a
result of having the disease. Find a therapist who uses CBT (cognitive behaviour
therapy) and decide to take back your life.
Nothing will provide you with a bigger
buzz than knowing that you were strong
enough to gain the upper hand. And you
may be surprised by the courage you
summon up. When somebody with OCD
has decided to fight they can be far more
resilient than they had thought possible
although the treatment is easily as painful
if not more so than the disorder itself.
Sometimes every part of my body is
screaming out to “check one more time”.
I may weep and feel totally distraught not
being able to do so but I know I am winning. The rewards for CBT are fairly rapid
and long lasting even with someone who
has as in my case had OCD for over
twenty years. I believe as someone in
treatment that it is worth the feeling of
total despair that you may have during
your exposure exercises for the inevitable
freedom that follows. Sometimes I do not
even encounter OCD during my exercises
as accustomed as I am to the places I go
to and the things I have to do. For me it is
a miracle. Life is so beautiful now without
the numerous panic attacks that I used to
suffer from.
If you feel “a little bit OCD” count yourself lucky that you are not feeling “very
OCD”, kick your shoes across the hall and
have a look at www.ocduk.org to find out
what OCD really is and how to help
anyone in your entourage who may be
literally “stuck in a rut”. And if you are
“very OCD” seriously think about treating
yourself. You will not regret it.
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of mum
Emily Button

What do you do
when you are not
being a mum?

speaking two (or more)
languages is not enough.
You have to have a good
feel for language and be
able to write well. It goes
without saying that grammar, spelling etc must be
impeccable!

I am always a Mum but
when I am not busy
looking after my three
daughters (aged 7, 5 and
nearly 2) I am a freelance
translator.

What is the best
part of your job?

Are you self-employed or do you
work for someone?
I am self-employed. My
clients are mainly translation agencies but I also
work directly for some
communication agencies
and small companies.

Was this
something you did
in the UK?
No, I moved to France
straight after I finished
university. I began my working life in Paris where I
worked in FMCG marketing for a successful
start-up. I hated it though trying to get people to eat
more yoghurts than they
actually want is not my
idea of a fulfilling job! My
French boyfriend (now
husband) was transferred
down to Toulouse in 2000
and it was the ideal excuse
for handing in my notice!

Not having a boss.

Are you fulfilling
a childhood dream
or did you come to
your choice late?
Translation was not a childhood dream but then I
didn't really have one
(except I knew I wanted to
be a Mum!)

What did you
need to do to
have this job?
(Do you have any
qualifications)?
I took a distance learning
course in translation and
interpreting at the British
Institute in Paris. It was a
good base and gave me
confidence but you don't
actually have to have any
qualifications to call yourself a translator. However,

Does your job have
a downside?
Yes, there are two major
disadvantages:
• getting the work/life
balance right and knowing
when to stop checking
emails or answering the
phone to clients
• missing out on conversations round the coffee
machine. I miss the social
aspect of working in a
company.

How does your job
fit into family life?
That is the best bit really. I
can work round the
children. If necessary I
work in the evenings or at
weekends to catch up.
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practical stuff

I

decided to pen this based on my experience. It's possible that the system
might have changed since I had a
childminder or that your circumstances
might be different, but hopefully this will
be useful anyway.
Childminders mind children in their
own homes and can mind a number of
children simultaneously, hence deriving a
partial wage from each child. (There is
another sector for nannies, which you
employ in your own home, and I think this
might be treated differently). Because the
childminding sector is so big, there is a
whole system in place for childminders both to protect the employer (the
parents) and the childminder. There are 3
departments involved (that I had to deal
with):
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maternelle
(nounou / childminder)

By Priscilla Deegan

1. CAF
www.caf.fr
2. Pa je Emploi
http://www.pa jemploi.urssaf.fr
3. Pole Emploi
http://www.pole-emploi.fr/employeur/
Here are the steps:
1. Get a CAF number. This is needed to
determine your tax bracket for childrens
allowance, as the CAF might pay monthly
contributions towards your nounou bill.
You will probably have to give them your
last 2 years tax returns, in French format.

2. Get a Pa je Emploi number. The CAF will
give you this and you should get a
password in the post. You can always use
the forgot password link on the site if you
mislay the password and they'll email it to
the email address that you gave the CAF.
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3. When you hire a nounou they will give
you a contract. It's usually a standard
contract and you both fill in the details.
Ours was like a A4 pad and was very
detailed. It also has lots of information
about rights, responsibilities, calculations,
etc. Some nounous don't work school
holidays and but want to spread out their
pay so that they get, for example, 10
months pay over 12 months. I think this is
called 'mensualisation'.
4. Every month the nounou will give you a
payslip. It can vary depending on number
of days worked, holidays, sick days, etc.
You pay her and enter the relevant payslip details into the Paje Emploi website.
You'll need to set her up in the system
first, along with her social security
number, found on the contract.

5.

When the nounou leaves a) you both
need to fill out some forms in the
contract, b) you need to do their final
payslip in the Pa je Emploi website, which
should include severance pay and holiday
pay (I think details of how to do this were
in the contract or on the Paje Emploi website), c) generate an attestation assedic
(details below). I think the notice period is
a month.

6. Get a Pole Emploi number. Register on
their website as an employer. The Pole
Emploi used to be called the Assedic. You
login and 'saisir une attestation' and add
in whatever details are needed (I think it
was from the last X number of payslips).
Print this off and give it to the nounou, but
I think they might send a copy anyway. I
think this is like the P45.
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LEISURE

LEISURE

night out
in toulouse...
what ’s your style?

By Laura Fox

Le Télégramme

http://www.telegramme-toulouse.com/
This is a tapas bar and restaurant near
Jean Jaurès. I went here for a girls’ night
out. We arrived at 20h30 on a Saturday
night to sit in the tapas bar section and did
not have to wait for a table. The ma jority
of tables for tapas are on the main floor
with a few on a first-floor balcony. Reservations are taken only for the restaurant,
which is also a balcony, but separate from
the other. It is dark with modern lighting
and tall tables with bar stools. The music is
great, upbeat but not the typical pop
songs. Until 23h, the music is loud, but
reasonable enough to have a conversation. After 23h, the music is turned up and
to continue the conversation, you must
speak quite loud. There are quite a few
options on the tapas menu and everything
we tried was delicious, especially the chocolate dessert sausage! The mojitos were
also very good. A fun night out or a great
place to stop in for just a drink! If you have
a large group, I recommend arriving early
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A

re you looking for a nice date night spot or somewhere to take guests
or a girls’ night out? I always want to try new places to go out
whether for a meal, drinks or to show Toulouse to out-of-town guests.
I do not get to Toulouse centre in the evenings as often as I would like, and
once I find a good place, it is hard to try somewhere new. In the last few
months, I have tried three new places, all of which I would recommend.

Le Petit Bacchus
This small French restaurant, closest to
Carmes metro stop, is run by a couple.
The chef, preparing the food in the
kitchen, is visible from the tables, the
menu is southwest French and the décor is
unique. The menu du jour is placed at
each place setting in an envelope. It has
two options for the three courses. The à la
carte menu is limited to a few other menu
items, hand written on a chalk board, but
in limited qualities. The menu is regional
French food with the chef’s style incorporated. The food was delicious, and I
recommend this restaurant for an intimate
meal for no more than a group of four. I do
not recommend this restaurant for choosy
eaters. Reservations are necessary. Informal dress. Fairly expensive.

Bois et Charbon
http://www.boisetcharbon.net/

This restaurant has been one of my husband
and my favorite new finds. I highly recommend trying this one. It is a place you can be
casual or dressy. The menu is also hand
written on a chalk board, regional food and
changes regularly. The décor is simple, but
pretty. There are several options for each of
the three courses, something for everyone.
The lamb has been our favorite, flavorful and
extremely tender. Our friends from the US
have all been impressed and left very happy
with this restaurant. It is also small, but can
accommodate up to small groups without
much problem. Reservations recommended
and can be made online. Menu 25€ Plats
ranging 15-26€
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lifestyle
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welcome to my worLD!
Like many of you, it was Airbus that bought us to Toulouse 6½ years ago, from Bristol
where I thought I’d live forever! I have 3 children who attend our local French school.
Isabella is 9, Henry is 7 and Evangeline’s 4. I don’t work, but I’m involved in various
groups that keep me busy, and as many of you know, I like to be busy!
And just to add to the daily fun, we’re also currently building a house.
Anyway, this is a little summary of an average Wednesday in the life of Jackie Alcock.

07:30 Alarm goes off, I try and grab just a few
more minutes in bed (as I never normally go to
bed until midnight or 1am as evenings are my
time to get stuff done or do something I want
to do!), but then I must get up and get breakfast for my children who are normally already
up and watching TV. I then find clothes for
Henry and Evie, dress Evie, and
make sure they have all they
need for the morning at school.

08:20 The kids go out the door
with my husband who takes
them to school. I throw on my
running gear, try and tame my
mad bedhead hair, and drive
down to La Ramee to meet
Laura to run 5km around the
lake to start the day.
09:30

Run done, and a good chat with Laura!
I drive home and have a shower. I love the
shower, in the shower is where I do my best
thinking! Then I get dressed, and make myself
some breakfast. Whilst having breakfast I read
my devotional for the day and pray. Then I
have about an hour to do some house work,
catch up with emails, run some errands, or just
chill and watch something I’ve recorded.

11:20

I walk to school to collect my children
and a German neighbours daughter. We come
back to the house, I start making lunch, Helen
gets picked up, and I get Henry to sit at the
kitchen table and do his homework for English
school…and you all thought I was super organi-
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sed! Nope, homework gets done about an
hour before English school! Then we eat.

13:15

Evie goes to play at a neighbours whilst
I take Bella and Henry to English 31. We have
this game where she runs along the pavement
to Sara’s house, whilst I “race” her in the car…of
course she always wins and is thoroughly
delighted that she has! I then
drive Bella and Henry to Paul
Bert. If it’s MOPS (Mothers of
Preschoolers) the next day, I
then dash over to Toulouse
International Church in Cornebarrieu to set up the room for
MOPS.

14:20 I drive back home, collect
Evie from Sara’s and take her to
her swimming lesson at 3pm. Then we drive
back to Paul Bert to collect Bella, Henry and a
friend’s daughter Bianca at 4pm. We then
drive back to our street, collect Sara, and drive
to La Ramee for Evie’s gym class. I herd 5
children from the car park to the gym, get Evie
and Sara ready for gym and then play with the
other 3 for an hour with a friend and her elder
daughter.

18:00

After gym we meet up with Bianca’s
mum and then drive home for dinner, bath and
bed which hopefully happens around 8pm, but
can be nearer 9pm. Then if needed, I get ready
for MOPS , and clean up. And maybe bake, do
some cleaning, or enjoy some craft time, before
eventually falling into bed at midnight…ish!
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WINTER WARMING

SOUP RECIPES

Here are some of the soup recipes I make the most. The two first recipes are
the most child-friendly (unless you are amongst the lucky few who managed
to produce kind little Eaters-of-Everything).

Compiled by Charlotte Gibson

READY IN 20/30 MINUTES
not much hands-on time

CAULIFLOWER
CHEESE SOUP

From Jamie Oliver’s Ministry of Food

2 carrots • 2 sticks celery • 2
medium onions • 2 garlic
cloves • 800g cauliflower (I
use frozen plonked straight in
pan for less clearing up) • 2
tbsp olive oil • 200 g cheddar
cheese • 2 chicken or vegetable stock cubes • sea salt •
black pepper, freshly ground
• 1 tsp English mustard •
nutmeg (optional) • 1.8 litres
water, boiling
Peel and roughly chop the
carrots, slice the celery, peel
and roughly chop the onions,
peel and slice the garlic and
cut the cauliflower into 1.5cm
slices. Put a large pan on
medium heat and add 2tb
olive oil. Add all your chopped
and sliced ingredients and
mix together with a wooden
spoon. Cook for around 10
minutes with the lid askew,
until the carrots have softened but are still holding their
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shape, and the onion is lightly
golden. Grate the cheddar
into a bowl and put to one
side for later. Put the stock
cubes into a jug or pan and
pour in 1.8 litres of boiling
water from the kettle. Stir
until the stock cubes are
dissolved, then add to the
vegetables. Give the soup a
good stir and bring to the
boil. Reduce the heat and
simmer for 10 minutes with
the lid on. Remove the pan
from the heat. Season with
salt and pepper and add the
cheese and mustard. Using a
hand blender or liquidizer,
pulse the soup until silky
smooth. Divide between your
serving bowls and grate over
some nutmeg, if you like. If
you want to dress it up a bit,
top it with some lightly fried
crispy bacon.
I always make this when I
have nothing left to eat in
the house, all you need is an
onion, some tins of tomatoes
and some cream, pretty
much! For smaller children, I
mix with couscous to stop it
dripping off the spoon

QUICK storEcupboard
tomato soup
From BBC Good Food

1 tbsp butter or olive oil • 2
garlic cloves, crushed • 3 x
400g cans plum tomatoes •
500ml chicken or vegetable

stock • 1 tsp sugar or more to
taste • 142ml pot creme
fraiche • If you have them (I
never have): 5 soft sun-dried
or SunBlush tomatoes in oil,
roughly chopped • 125g pot
fresh basil pesto • basil
leaves, to serve
Heat the butter or oil in a
large pan, then add the garlic
and soften for 10 mins over a
low heat. Add the sun-dried
or
SunBlush
tomatoes,
canned tomatoes, stock,
sugar and seasoning, then
bring to a simmer. Let the
soup bubble for 10 mins until
the tomatoes have broken
down a little. Whizz with a
stick blender, adding half the
pot of creme fraiche as you
go. Taste and adjust the seasoning – add more sugar if
you need to. Serve in bowls
with 1 tbsp or so of the pesto
swirled on top, a little more
soured cream and scatter
with basil leaves.
This is a bit of a faff, but
worth all the chopping!

SPANISH
CHICKPEA AND
CHORIZO SOUP
From Jamie Oliver’s Jamie’s Dinners

olive oil • 150 g iberico chorizo sausage, finely chopped
• 1 onion, peeled and finely
chopped • 1 clove garlic,
peeled and finely chopped •
2 sticks celery, finely chop-

ped • 500 g fresh spinach,
washed and chopped • 8
fresh tomatoes, deseeded
and roughly chopped • 410 g
good-quality tinned cooked
chickpeas, drained • 1.3 litres
organic chicken stock • sea
salt • freshly ground black
pepper • 55 g quality pata
negra, Spanish ham or prosciutto, finely chopped • extra
virgin olive oil • 2 free-range
eggs, hard-boiled

point you can remove about
a third of the mixture and
purée it in a food processor.
Pour it back into the pot, give
it a good stir and season to
taste with salt and pepper.
Remove from the heat and
stir in the pata negra or ham
and 2 or 3 tbsps of olive oil.
Divide into bowls and grate
some hard-boiled egg on top
which will add a lovely
richness to it.

Smoked Bacon
and Lentil
Soup

From Delia Smith’s Complete Cookery Course

Put a couple of tablespoons
of olive oil into a large pot
and add the chorizo. Allow to
heat up and cook for a couple
of minutes until the fat comes
out of the chorizo, then add
your onion, garlic and celery.
Turn the heat down and cook
slowly for 15 minutes with a lid
on and without colouring the
onions. Now take the lid off –
the smell and colour will be
fantastic. Stir it around and
get some colour happening
now. Add your spinach, tomatoes, chickpeas and chicken
stock. Bring to the boil, then
lower the heat and simmer
for around 40 minutes. At this

6 rashers smoked, streaky
bacon, rind removed and
finely chopped or lardons •
175g green-brown lentils,
washed and drained • 1 tbsp
oil • 2 carrots and 2 onions
chopped • 2 celery stalks,
sliced • 225 g tin Italian tomatoes • 2 cloves garlic, peeled
and crushed • 1.75 litres stock
• 225g cabbage, finely
shredded • 2 tbsps chopped
fresh parsley • salt & pepper
Heat the oil in a large cooking
pot and fry the bacon in it
until the fat begins to run.
Then stir in the prepared
carrots, onion and celery and,
with the heat fairly high, toss
them around to brown them
a little at the edges. Now stir
in the washed, drained lentils
plus the contents of the tin of
tomatoes followed by the
crushed garlic then the stock.
As soon as the soup comes to
the boil, put a lid on and
simmer, as gently as possible,
for about 1 hour. About 15
minutes before the end add
the cabbage. Taste and
season. Just before serving
stir in the chopped parsley.

FOOD

chocolate
fondant
forget gifts,

this will make you
their favourite person

You can make this whenever,
freeze it before cooking,
and have a super-delicious
dessert at the ready for
christmas guests
200g dark chocolate in bits
(I use Lindt packs of
3x100g) • 180g sugar •
180g butter cut into bits •
50g flour • a pinch of salt •
3 eggs
Preheat oven to 190°C
Put chocolate butter and
sugar in bain marie and
melt - if all the chocolate
and butter is melted but the
sugar not completely, that's
alright. Add the flour, salt
and eggs and whisk until
well blended. Put the preparation into a greaseproof
paper lined 20cm cake tin.
At this point you can put it in
the freezer ready for last
minute dinner invitations, or
you can cook. 20 minutes maybe less, the whole point
is to have a not very well
cooked cake, done around
the edges but nice and
wobbly in the middle - the
wobblier the better. This is
even nicer when it's spent
the night in the fridge! If you
cook from frozen you just
need to add 2 or 3 minutes
to the cooking time.
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making

Christmas
Memories

mince pies
By Celia Green

This will be my first Christmas
spent at our home in Toulouse
and being a true Brit, I am about
to embark on the ritual of mince
pie making. My Mum makes
mince pies almost daily once
December kicks in and I love the
warm christmassy fug that
permeates through my parent's
house at this time of year.
So...can I create the same
festive fug in my house? That is
the question! Being a fan of
Nigella Lawson I have looked
through a couple of her recipes
and I've decided to use some of
the elements from her star-topped mince pies recipe. So, to the
ingredients; Nigella requests
homemade mincemeat (no can
do Nige), but I recently found
some jarred mincemeat in
Leclerc which looked edible, so
two jars and 10 Euros later I am
halfway there. My mum likes to
use lard in her recipe but lard has
so far eluded me thus I am giving
up on that one. Nigella demands
vegetable shortening (I am not
allowed to use all butter she
says), but luckily I found
something looking suspiciously
useful in the butter fridge cabinets called Astra so popped that
in the trolley. To accompany that
I chose the best quality Normandy butter I could buy and I
am ready! Above are the finished
result, Merry Christmas all!
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in France

Here's the recipe I used:

240g plain flour, I used 00 Italian fine flour • 60g Astra
vegetable shortening • 60g Normandy butter • juice of
2 clementines / 1 orange • pinch of salt • 200g mincemeat • 1 large egg mixed with Water to glaze
I loosely followed Nigella's method of making with some
tweaks. Here is what I did exactly:
I placed the flour into a shallow bowl dish and added the
diced Astra and butter before mixing it with the flour and
placing in the freezer for 20 minutes.
I mixed together the clementine juice and salt in a separate, small bowl, covered it and left it in the fridge to chill.
After the 20 minutes, I emptied the flour and fat into th e
bowl of my food processor and blitzed with the blade
attachment until I had a pale pile of porridge-like crumbs
as Nigella describes it! I then added the salted juice down
the funnel, pulsed it until it looked as if the dough was
about to cohere. I actually ran out of juice so added iced
water spoon by spoon until it looked right.
I turned the mixture out of the processor onto my board
and combined it with my hands to form a dough. I then
formed it into 3 discs (to make in 3 batches) before
wrapping each disc in clingfilm and put in the fridge to
rest for 20 minutes. Meanwhile I got the oven ready to
220°C.
I rolled out the discs, one at a time, as thinly as possible
and used my round cutter to cut discs for my tin. I had a
mini tin and a regular sized so used 2 different sized
cutters. Once I'd pressed the pastry in I added about 1/4
teaspoon to the mini tin cases and 1/2 teaspoon for the
regular sized ones.
Then I cut out the stars with my star cutter which is
bigger than Nigella's but didn't seem to matter. The stars
went directly on top of the mincemeat and I eggwashed
the stars and edges of the pastry. Each batch went in the
oven for about 12 minutes. Immediately on removing
from the oven I coaxed them out of their tins and left to
cool on a wire rack.
And they were done, delicious they were too - the pastry
was nice and light and flaky as Nigella promised me it
would be. The only thing I would change for next time
would be to add less mincemeat as the jarred stuff is
pretty dense and powerful, and I'd also prefer the look of
a fluted cutter. On the whole though I'm pretty pleased
with them. Would Mummy Green approve though? And
what about Nigella?

By Laura Fox

I

have very fond memories of Christmas
growing up. The season was always filled with
excitement, mystery and, in my favorite years,
lots of snow! Although we would visit and
celebrate with extended family in December,
Christmas was a time I spent with my family
(mom, dad and sister) at home. A few weeks
before Christmas, we would take a long drive to a
Christmas tree farm where we would spend hours
wandering around, choosing, and often arguing
about, the perfect tree. Long soft fur? Short spikey
fur? This one is too tall! Lisa picked the one last
year! Dad seemed to
have the final say based
on whether the trunk was
straight enough to fit in
the stand. Anyway, once
we decided on the
“perfect tree”, we would
get the saw out and take
turns cutting it down,
then drag it back to the car and tie it up in the
trailer so we wouldn’t lose it on the highway
during the ride home. Christmas carols were
always on the radio, but usually I would just nap
on the way back. As my sister and I untangled the
lights and sorted the ornaments, dad would spend
hours getting the tree perfectly in the stand. My
most memorable tree-hunting experience was
ruined by my sister changing my view of Santa
forever… I was 5!
The time between the tree and Christmas Eve
was filled with Christmas concerts, cookie
making, church events, breakfasts with Santa and
a bit of shopping. We always went to the mall to
sit on Santa’s lap, and we also wrote a letter to
Santa and took it to the mailbox in our town.
For Christmas Eve, as my mom spent all day
preparing a nice dinner, my sister and I helped my
dad fold paper bags, filled them with sand and a
candle to line the front of our house to be lit later
that evening. After dinner, we rushed off to mass.

On the way home from church, we would drive
through all the neighborhoods on the way home
enjoying the Christmas lights and picking out our
favorite. Our neighborhood was the most special
though, as it was one of the few where the luminaires would line all the streets. It was a very
special sight! When we finally arrived home, we
would quickly change into our pjs, have a hot
chocolate and watch whatever Christmas movie
was on TV.
On Christmas morning, my sister and I
would wake up super early, 5am at the latest. We
would wake up my parents
before running downstairs
to see the surprises. We
would each grab an empty
laundry basket and start
with the stockings hanging
on the fireplace mantel.
We took turns opening all
the gifts from the stockings
and under the tree. We would spend the rest of
the day as a family, playing with our gifts, playing
carols on the piano, napping, playing in the snow
(if there was any) and calling our grandparents to
say "Merry Christmas".
As we got older, we continued the same
routine. Nine years ago was my niece's first
Christmas and that brought back the magical
feeling of Christmas once again. Last year was the
first I did not spend Christmas with my parents
and sister! I won't be "home" again this year.
Last year, my husband and I took my daughter to
Disneyland Paris because I knew if I weren’t
distracted, I would spend the time tearful and
longing to be home. This year, my in-laws are
visiting. I will be sharing and adapting my memories to create traditions with my own family that I
hope will at least continue until my daughter has
a family of her own.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and
Blessings for a Happy New Year!
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What a month!
By Naomi Rivière

T

his autumn, I had Bronchitis. It lasted
for three weeks. Having recovered
from Bronchitis, I became anaemic.
Eventually I felt better at which point my
eldest son got croup very early one morning. Post croup I got gastric 'flu and that
was just after writing off my car at a
T-junction, (my fault). Less than two
weeks after my car incident, as I write
this, my eldest son is sitting just in front of
the computer watching “Charlie and
Lola”. In a wheelchair! It did occur to me
that my neighbours may think that he is
wheelchair bound as a result of my car
accident but in fact one day he very
simply woke up and could not stand or
walk on one leg and will be wheelchair
bound for three weeks.
It got me thinking...
You can not prevent bad luck (or good
luck for that matter). Events happen.
They may strike you or they may strike
another but they happen. Daily. Weekly.
The earth is spinning round and round
and ideas, people, concepts and objects
are constantly colliding. And there is only
a little you can do about it. So what could
I have prevented? Two things. The car
accident for one. It is never a good idea
to forget to look right when turning left at
a T-junction. And had I been less stressed
about the car incident (stress which
caused the lapse of concentration that
caused the car accident in the first place)
I surely would not have got a “gastro” that
every other member of my family
managed to avoid.
The rest? Unavoidable. The whole lot.
So, I have made a decision. Since there
are some things we can avoid and others
we can't, the best idea is to welcome all
the little creases in life that will come our
way and make our lives less smooth and
to sleep, rest and be happy for the rest of
the time thus avoiding stress related acci-
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dents / illnesses. That should cut most
people's bad luck by half. Tomorrow my
son may have to have a little operation
and stay in a clinic for a few nights. This
issue drove me mad with worry this morning until I realized that it was not by
crossing my fingers or hoping that he
won't have an operation that he won't.
Tomorrow will decide. In fact, I should just
sit back and enjoy the evening “en
famille” instead of trying to work out the
odds of the surgeon announcing that
Arthur will be required to stay put.
And if he does stay in the clinic for a
while? Well, it's not the end of the world.
On the way to work this morning I was
listening to MIKA and everything fell into
place as he sang straight to me:
“Relax! Take it easy..for there is nothing
that we can do...”
Singers have been trying to get us to see
sense for ages.
“Whisper words of wisdom, LET IT BE”.
Looking at Arthur in his wheelchair as I
write, totally relaxed and happily watching telly with his brother I think I should
take a leaf out of his book. Children must
think adults are so ridiculous sometimes,
fussing as we do over things we can't
change.
“What a month”? Looking at people in
the street today I wondered how many
collisions of ideas, concepts, objects and
other people they had had this month.
There's no point in trying to prevent
things. We're only human and things will
happen whether we life it or not! And they
won't happen once. They will happen
again and again. Whether to us or another they will happen. Perhaps to both!
And when they do no longer, put on your
seatbelt, because the earth will have
ceased to turn and then we'll really have
something to worry about!
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Gravity: Film
Review

Reviewed by Shazia Bhatti
First of all, can I say we saw
this film in French. Due to it
being the first time with our
new babysitter and cinema
screening times, there was
little other option. So already
the impact of the film was
going to be lessened, we
feared. Once we’d bought
our 3d glasses and settled in
our seats, and zoomed in
along with the camera on the
opening scene of a floating
George Clooney in full spacesuit against the backdrop of
the blue earth, however, we
speedily realised we were
wrong.
Especially
when
disaster struck and the crew
are stranded in space on
their own, with no mission
control contact left to help
them.
Gravity is excellent. It is
so good I couldn’t stop
looking up stuff about it afterwards. How accurate was
the science? What is angular
momentum? (This question
doesn’t seem quite so
random once you’ve seen the
film and take in a key scene
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between George Clooney
and Sandra Bullock). How do
astronauts cope in space?
What happens if things do
go wrong? Why can’t you
stop yourself spinning in
space? Would a fire extinguisher help you stop spinning and help you get from
point A to point B? How do
Russia and the United States
and the EU decide which
orbit to stick their space
stations on? How long does it
take to take a spacesuit on
and off? What can you see if
you’re spinning and spinning
and you can’t stop?
The fact that Gravity opened
up a massive online debate,
encouraging daylight-deprived physicists, astronomers
and geeks to open up and
share their twopenny’s worth
testifies to the film’s veracity
and strength. It may have
taken some liberties with
science, but it is a sheer
visual delight, on a visceral,
almost physical level. It
opens you up to the wonders
of the universe felt by your
average telescope-wielding
anorak even while you feel as
if you’re out there with the
astronaut played by Sandra
Bullock, desperately trying to

find a way to survive and
return home.
But as well as its amazing special effects, not one
second of which was filmed
in space, Gravity must be
acknowledged as being the
massive success it is due to
the emotional punch it packs.
Without giving the plot away,
when a doctor finds herself
enjoying the silence out in
space after the traumatic loss
of her only child only to end
up yelling ‘I ******* hate
space!’ as yet another disaster strikes, you know you’re
on quite a journey. There are
even spiritual overtones,
especially as the character
passes from accepting death
to choosing life.
For me, another reason I
loved this film was because
its lead protagonist is female
and her gender has nothing
to do with her experience in
the film. She symbolises the
universal human facing the
human condition, and she
does it has a human being –
not as eye candy or
someone’s love interest or
daughter or girlfriend or wife
etc etc ad nauseum.
Gravity uses very amazing
special effects to throw the

stark loneliness of the human
condition out there in your
face.
What can I say – it’s excellent, go and watch this film!

LINKS
If you’ve seen the film:
http://science.time.com/
2013/10/01/what-gravity-gets-rightand-wrong-about-space/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
culture/film/10417914/Gravity-howreal-is-the-science.html
if not:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiTi
KOy59o4

The Butler
Le Majordome
Film Review
Reviewed by Laura Fox

First of all, if you have not
been to the Utopia for a film, I
highly recommend making
taking a chance to go! It is a
cute theatre that plays original version films with French
subtitles. It was two years
before I finally went, and I
wished I would have gone
sooner, especially since I live
in Tournefeuille. There is one
in Tournefeuille and one in
Toulouse.

Recently, our local group
went to see The Butler. It is a
story of a White House butler
who served eight American
presidents
over
three
decades. The film portrays
the dramatic changes that
American
society
experienced during this time, from
the civil rights movement to
the Vietnam War and beyond
and how they affected this
butler’s life and family. Lee
Daniels directed and co-wrote
the script. He is well-known
for the film Precious. The
Butler is inspired by the life of
Eugene Allen.
It was a great history
lesson and reminds me of my
favorite class in high school:
political radicalism. Although
a highly controversial class, it
opened my eyes at a young
age to being open-minded
and hearing other’s views
before judging.
American
history, politics and popular
culture make this story complicated, interesting, appalling
and glorious. And this film
depicts one aspect of society;
although we have made giant
strides
towards
change,
history can never be erased.
This film is gutsy, truthful
and brilliant!

French Film of
the Week: ‘La
Premiere Etoile’
By Shazia Bhatti

This week I watched ‘La
Premiere Etoile’, a comedy
released in 2009. Directed by
Lucien Jean-Baptiste and
starring Firmine Richard and
the director, it is about a black
(or rather mixed-race) family
going on a skiing holiday.
The main character is
married to a white, blonde
French woman who is fed up
to the back teeth of her gambling, no-good husband. In
fact, she is just about ready to
leave him. To avert this disaster, her husband comes up
with the idea of a skiing holiday. As the long-suffering
children
withstand
the
outright laughter of their
friends (‘black people don’t
ski!’) their father scrimps,
saves and begs to find the
money for the hire of expensive ski equipment, while his
wife declines to part for the
holiday, forcing her husband
to invite his Creole-speaking,
God-fearing,
constantlypraying, formidable mother
to accompany the family
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instead.
The film is actually pretty
funny.
The
grandmother,
played by Firmine Richard, is
a gem – she has strength and
determination and the scenes
of her attempting to ski while
whiter-than-snow
experts
and enthusiasts look on in
horror are pure comedy.
What is also very telling about
this film is its depiction of very
casual and very brutal French
racism. I was, in fact, surprised by the extent of the
racism shown. Men chatting
while sat on stools at a bar,
the owner of the gite, the
friends of the white girl who
befriends the teenage mixed
race son – all are shown
saying racist things, even
when sometimes in a spirit of
humour. In a country where La
Fronte Nationale can regularly attain some 20% of the
vote, is this so surprising,
however? For a film released
in 2008, I find it incredible – I
like to think that there is no
way the UK would release the
equivalent film showing such
racism as by now it barely
exists as compared to France.
This film is well worth viewing
for its commentary on French
society and for the skilful
comedy it uses to tear apart
stereotypes. Oh, and an American remake may well be on
the cards!
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Emma's baby
“l'enfant
d'Emma”
Written by Abbie Taylor
Book review
By Naomi Rivière
I am not sure what drew
me to this book on a display
shelf in my local library. I was
looking for something to read
in French and I came across
this, ironically a work by a
British author. Did I choose it
because it was an illustration
of my greatest fear? When I
first read the dust jacket I
decided it would haunt me
but something about it was
captivating.
Emma, a young single
mother is struggling to raise
her thirteen month old baby
Ritchie. She has severed links
with friends through no fault
of her own and finds herself
totally alone in London and in
contact with not a single soul
except her GP.
One day she is on a tube
station platform with her son.
He climbs aboard a carriage
and the doors close. For
perhaps one minute we the
reader are also on that empty
platform with its bright buzzing light experiencing the
blind panic Emma herself
does on absorbing her predicament.
Inside the carriage with
Emma's baby is another
woman who signals to her to
meet her at the next station
which Emma does. Later in
the night the child is kidnapped in what should have been
full view of the public yet
nobody sees a thing. Is Emma
imagining the incident? Does
she even have a child and
what does she do when
nobody believes her story?
Only one man that day bore

witness to a fragment of what
happened. He is the key to the
mystery.
The reader is taken
through episodes both past
and present and is able to
build up a picture of a young
woman in bitter isolation
fighting to make ends meet
and yet so full of love for her
child.
The little instances of daily life
that we all encounter as
parents are well illustrated
and moving and the moments
of despair tangible.
This book inspired me
because it reminded me that
nobody knows one's child
better than you do even when
the entire world doubts your
maternal instinct. It was not
that the story was particularly
realistic as such in terms of
plot but more that I think I am
not alone in having a fear of
train doors / lift doors etc
closing on my child without
me being on the same side
because at the last minute I
forgot a bag of shopping for
example. I also really liked the
main characters and the way
in which Emma was forced to
consider her role as mother,
how she was able to forgive
her own mother for her shortcomings despite her mother
no longer existing. It was a
very therapeutic and ultimately moving tale and did not
finish with a Hollywood
ending. Questions were left
unanswered not uncomfortably so but enough for one to
wonder what happened next
and to ring true with relationships experienced in real
life.
I read two hundred and
fifty pages in one afternoon
recovering from a virus. I was
almost grateful for the chance
to stay in bed for a whole day
despite missing a good family
day out! Gripping.

What I’m Watching
on French TV this quarter:

Un Village Francais
By Shazia Bhatti

At first, I resisted this award-winning, dry, tense
depiction of a French village living under Nazi
occupation. Having run for five seasons, (with
another two seasons due), the series begins in
year 1940 and will end in 1945. It charts the
journey of a variety of villagers: the mayor (and
doctor) of Villeneuve, his red-haired, bored wife;
the young, keen and eager police officer who
may yet fall prey to the evils of the Nazi occupation, the young, repressed and naive schoolteacher who is falling for a German soldier, the
farm worker returned anguished and shocked
from the front, the farm worker’s unfaithful,
intelligent wife, the married farm owner with
whom she is having the affair...you get the
picture.
What drew me into this series is its famed
and oft-touted ambiguity. There are no evil and
no good characters, there are just people who
make choices, for better or for worse. People
who miscalculate, who don’t understand the
consequences of what they do, who have yet to
see the wider picture...people who are living a
nightmare without the hindsight we now have.
So we see the Jewish school teacher
relieved of her post, with everyone shrugging their shoulders while expecting she’ll
be back in work again soon. In 1941, the
characters say the war is over - after all,
Marechal Petain has rescued them all. And
so on.
What makes the series extremely
watchable, however, is its obsession with the
French national sports of food and sex. The
police and villagers are obsessed with the
‘marche noir’ – the black market – they
longingly speak of foie gras, jambon,
wine...the characters are often depicted sat
around the table, eating – in fact, if this series
were made in the UK and were about the Nazi
occupation of the Channel Islands, for example,
you can bet your bottom dollar that no way near

as many mealtime scenes would be shown and
there’d be far more gunfights. But this is what I
like about this series – it is a very slow, languorous journey through the Nazi occupation;
characters fall into love affairs and commit
infidelity about as easily as they fall into
breaking the law and becoming part of the
Resistance – in fact, one can lead to another, it
seems.
However, in watching this series, I do get the
uneasy feeling that nothing really truly awful
happens; Nazi jackboots are shown and Nazi
army occupiers make their demands of the
emasculated French police, but the real, terrible
horror is left off-screen. I wonder if in showing
the ambiguity, the series absolves its characters
and sacrifices some of the morality. But then
again – what do I know. We’re only on series 2
and in 1941!
Un Village Francais is shown on Monday
night at 8.40pm on France 5.
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recently went into a French book / “Mummy I want to wear a dress” Arthur
craft shop to buy a present for a child said one day. He is five. When I recount
in my son Arthur's class. She had this story to my friends some of them
asked for princesses in any form. I asked find it, as I do, really sweet and totally
the shop assistant where I could find normal. Others look worried. Why?
princess sticker books. She directed me Maybe I should take them toy shopping
to a shelf full of various titles. One box with me next time because I do not want
said FILLE and the other GARÇON. Why to buy anything pretty and pink. I want a
do we insist on forcing parents and more shiny red car not a glitzy annoyingly thin
worryingly children into gender types? I barbie doll! And don't get me started on
prefer a pirate playmobil set any day to a 3-in-1 LEGO!
I spent my Saturday mornings as a
pink princess set and indeed bought
pirates for another little girl in Arthur's child going to DIY shops with Dad. What
class. I had seen this child with a pirate wonderful places they were! I still love
the
smell
of
colouring book one
I do not want my son to feel
sawdust. My sister
day after school.
he
has
to
forgo
his
passion
refused to wear
“Those
are
for
for
princesses
because
skirts. She and I
boys” said another
society
tells
him
that
spent most of the
invitee
at
the
they
are
“for
girls”.
day up trees and
birthday
party
when Arthur gave her two pirates in a played with toy soldiers. Which aisle
rowing boat with a parrot and gold coins. would we have been in? Some children
The little girl to whom I had given the are born very “boyish” or very “girlish”
pirates was adamant that they were and some are more neutral. They wade
certainly not, as was my son, the only through the world making sense of what
two sane children of the trio in my is on offer, taking what they like, discaropinion. Oddly enough, although the ding what they don't and mostly it is due
father was horrified by his one year old to the parents giving them that freedom.
When my aunt asked recently what
son trying on his sister's hair band, he
did not have an issue with his little girl Arthur wanted for Christmas I replied
pretending to be a pirate. That was that he wanted police lego, fireman
almost cool. Thank God she has a strong duplo, a princess and a pink jumper with
purple hearts. Was I embarrassed pascharacter. I hope her brother does too.
Arthur loves pink and he loves prin- sing on this information? Of course I
cesses. He draws them all the time. He was: the jumper sounded vile! Both my
also puts on necklaces. He argues over sons have dolls. They are very gentle
them with his little brother Oscar and with them and I like to imagine that
they often choose me earrings to wear. should they have children later they will
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Arthur grow up in and argue about the way in
and
fortohisaccept
love ofwhat
pinkthey
and like
princesses.
and notHis which girls and boys are steered into
what
innocence
we wantinthem
terms
to like.
of society
My mother
makes gender types.
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Twas
Twas
thethe
night
night
before
before
Christmas,
Christmas,
when
when
all all
through
through
thethe
house
house
Not
Not
a creature
a creature
waswas
stirring,
stirring,
notnot
even
even
a mouse.
a mouse.
The
The
stockings
stockings
were
were
hung
hung
byby
thethe
chimney
chimney
with
with
care,
care,
In In
hopes
hopes
that
that
St St
Nicholas
Nicholas
soon
soon
would
would
be be
there.
there.
The
The
children
children
were
were
nestled
nestled
all all
snug
snug
in in
their
their
beds,
beds,
While
While
visions
visions
of of
sugarsugarplums
plums
danced
danced
in in
their
their
heads.
heads.
"Now"Now
Dasher!
Dasher!
now,
And
And
mamma
mamma
in in
herher
‘ker‘kerDancer! now, Prancer
Dancer! and
chief,
chief,
andand
I inI in
mymy
cap,
cap,
now, Prancer
Vixen! and Vixen!
Had
Had
just
just
settled
settled
ourour
brains
brains On,
On,
Comet!
Comet!
On,
On,
Cupid!
Cupid!
forfor
a long
a long
winter’s
winter’s
nap.
nap.
on,on,
onon
Donner
Donner
andand
Blitzen!
Blitzen!
ToTo
thethe
toptop
of of
thethe
porch!
porch!
to to
When
When
outout
onon
thethe
lawn
lawn
thethe
toptop
of of
thethe
wall!
wall!
there
there
arose
arose
such
such
a clatter,
a clatter,
Now dash away! Dash
I sprang
I sprang
from
from
thethe
bedbed
to to
away! Dash away all!"
seesee
what
what
waswas
thethe
matter.
matter.
Away Away
to theto
window
the window
I flew
As dry leaves that before
Ilike
flewa like
flash,
a flash,
the wild hurricane fly,
Tore
Tore
open
open
thethe
shutters
shutters
andand
When they meet with an
threw
threw
upup
thethe
sash.
sash.
obstacle, mount to the sky.
Now
away!
Dash the
So updash
to the
house-top
The
The
moon
moon
onon
thethe
breast
breast
of of
away!
Dash away
coursers
they all!"
flew,
thethe
new-fallen
new-fallen
snow
snow
With the sleigh full of
Gave
Gave
thethe
lustre
lustre
of of
mid-day
mid-day AsToys,
dry leaves
beforetoo.
and Stthat
Nicholas
to to
objects
objects
below.
below.
the wild hurricane fly,
When,
When,
what
what
to to
mymy
wondewonde- When
with an
And they
then,meet
in a twinkling,
ring
ring
eyes
eyes
should
should
appear,
appear, obstacle,
mount
theroof
sky.
I heard
ontothe
But
But
a miniature
a miniature
sleigh,
sleigh,
andand So up
the house-top
the
Thetoprancing
and pawing
eight
eight
tinny
tinny
reindeer.
reindeer.
coursers
of eachthey
littleflew,
hoof.
With
sleigh
fullhead,
of
As the
I drew
in my
With
With
a little
a little
old driver,
old driver,
so
Toys,
Nicholas
too.
andand
wasStturning
around,
lively
so lively
and and
quick,
quick,
Down the chimney St
I knewI in
knew
a moment
in a moment
it must
And
then, in
a twinkling,
I
Nicholas
came
with a bound.
itbe
must
St Nick.
be St Nick.
heard on the roof
MoreMore
rapidrapid
thanthan
eagles
eagles
his
TheHe
prancing
and pawing
of
was dressed
all in fur,
coursers
his coursers
theythey
came,
came,
each
from
hislittle
headhoof.
to his foot,
And And
he whistled,
he whistled,
and
As IAnd
drewhisinclothes
my head,
andall
were
shouted,
and shouted,
and called
andthem
called
was turning
tarnished
with around,
ashes and soot.
them
by name!
by name!
Down
the chimney
St had
A bundle
of Toys he

Nicholas
cameon
with
bound.
flung
hisaback,
And he looked like a pedHe
wasjust
dressed
all inhisfur,
dler,
opening
pack.
from
head to
histwinkled!
foot,
His his
eyes-how
they
And
clotheshow
were
all
hishis
dimples
merry!
tarnished
with ashes
His cheeks
were and
likesoot.
roses,
A bundle
of like
Toysa he
had
his nose
cherry!
flung
onlittle
his back,
His
droll
mouth was
And he
looked
like aa bow,
peddrawn
up like
dler,
justthe
opening
hishis
pack.
And
beard of
chin
Hiswas
eyes-how
theyastwinkled!
as white
the snow.
hisThe
dimples
how
stump
of merry!
a pipe he
His cheeks
wereinlike
held tight
his roses,
teeth,
his nose
like a cherry!
And
the smoke
it encircled
His droll
little
mouth
was
his head
like
a wreath.
drawn
like a bow,
He
hadup
a broad
face and a
And the
beard
of his
chin
little
round
belly,
was as
white
as the
snow.
That
shook
when
he
The
stump
a pipe of
hejelly!
laughed,
likeof
a bowlful
held tight in his teeth,
And
He was chubby
andthe
plump,
smoke
it
a right jolly
old elf,
encircled
And I laughed
when Ihis
saw
head
like a
him, in spite
of myself!
A wink of hiswreath.
eye and a
He head,
had a
twist of his
face
Soon gave broad
me to know
andI ahad
little
roundtobelly,
nothing
dread.
That shook when he
laughed,
like a bowlful
of jelly!
He spoke
not a word,
but
went straight to his work,
HeAnd
wasfilled
chubby
plump,
all and
the stockings,
athen
right
jolly old
turned
withelf,
a jerk.
And
I laughed
when
I saw
And
laying his
finger
aside
him, in spite
myself!
of hisofnose,
A And
winkgiving
of hisaeye
and
nod,
upa the
twist
of his he
head,
chimney
rose!
Soon gave me to know I
had
nothingtotohis
dread.
He sprang
sleigh, to
his team gave a whistle,
He
spoke
not
a word,
butlike
And
away
they
all flew
wentthe
straight
work,
downto
ofhis
a thistle.
AndBut
filled
all thehim
stockings,
I heard
exclaim,
then
with
jerk.
‘ereturned
he drove
outa of
sight,
And"Happy
laying his
finger aside
Christmas
to all,
of all
his anose,
and to
good-night!"
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A Short Story Written by Vega Powell

N

icolas Clay was not handsome. Nor was
he muscular or charismatic or funny or
particularly kind. He had no hidden
qualities, no endearing quirks, not even a
hobby (unless you counted his job as an accountant or his love of films with robots). He was of
average intelligence, possessed no talents, wasn’t
rich or successful or popular, or any of the things a
beautiful brunette like Sarah Parker might have
been attracted to.
So what was the little bearded elf man doing
with the six-foot stunner? He didn’t mind that this
was the question floating above them wherever
they went because for the first time in his life Nicolas was being noticed, and he liked it. Shop assistants smiled at him, waiters no longer ignored
him, bar men served him, his parents started
talking to him again, and dumpy dull girls stopped
treating him as an equal.
“Stocking time!” It was 7.15am and Sarah
jumped up from their bed with an excited gasp.
He never tired of waking to his fantasy, the silky
straps of her negligee falling down smooth, milky
shoulders. She was Venus, Cleopatra, Nefertiti,
Linda Hamilton in the original Terminator.
“Niksy, you shouldn’t have,” she joked holding
up the reindeer knickers while at the same time
moving on to the next present; there were seven
in total to open. He reached for his own stocking,
his initials embroidered in gold letters on its red
woolly fabric. He had a good idea what he’d be
getting but feigning surprise he unravelled the
hooping boobies, the toy Porsche, the penknife,
and the exfoliating gloves…
Sarah tidied the massacre of wrappers into a
bag to be used again, recycled. They went
downstairs and opened a bottle of Moet. ‘Merry
Christmas,’ he said as they clinked glasses. She
smiled naughtily and repeated, ‘Merry Christmas.’
He then prepared the turkey, rolled out the pastry
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and smoothed it into the moulds, spooned in the
mincemeat and placed them in the oven before
opening the presents under the tree.
And all this would have been perfectly normal
had it been Christmas day.
Attractive brunette looking for elfish man with a
Christmas fetish. An advertisement that would
surely eliminate the partially desperate, leaving
only the entirely desperate to battle it out. Why
not? What did he have to lose? He was a 38-yearold bachelor living alone in a basement flat in
Greenwich. So he worked on his profile, declared
his love for Christmas, tweaked his name a little
(Nicolas Clause wasn’t so far from the truth),
detailed his beard as shabby chic and ginger-ishbrown in colour.
He won a first date; Christmas dinner for two in
her fancy apartment (she never had to worry
about money thanks to her father’s plastic toy
enterprise) near Hampstead Heath where she
promised she would give him everything a small
bearded man could ask for, providing, of course,
he would celebrate Christmas with her every day
of the year. This would mean moving in, dressing
as an Elf and obeying orders as an elf would, and
not just at home and in the bedroom but also
when they went out to shops and restaurants. He
would have to give up his job because people
didn’t work on Christmas day. He could make
these sacrifices, he convinced her, and on the way
home he had a little chuckle to himself; so all my
Christmases have come at once!
But 250 turkeys, 600 mince pies, 1120 Brussels
sprouts, 150 rolls of wrapping paper, 1000 crackers, 120 bottles of Moet, and 50 reruns of The
Great Escape later he was starting to wonder if he
could sustain the festive cheer.
Even now as he took his morning shower, he
was drawn to the window and the world outside of
Christmas. There was a fire escape, a ladder that
stretched to the solidness, the realness of pavement. He imagined scurrying down the steely
length and pegging it to the pub round the corner
where over a pint of ale he would share his nearmiss story with a group of average punters and
dumpy dull girls: a life with one Christmas a year
had been taken for granted.
And then the day approached. December 25.
“I hope you haven’t got anything planned for
Christmas,” Sarah said one afternoon while
watching Miracle on 34th Street, again, “Because I
have a surprise for you.”
He hoped the surprise might be that she didn’t
celebrate Christmas on Christmas day, or that this

and held in one arm was a small dog with a misewas the end of the game; he’d proven his love for
rable expression, over-sized antlers tied to its
her and they could get on with their Christmashead.
free life.
“Sorry daddy, he usually puts it on first thing.”
“What sort of surprise?”
“Well that will have to change,” Santa said, and
“It wouldn’t be a surprise if I told you, would it?”
he stepped a little closer.
she said, and she had the same aggravated look in
“Dad?” Nicolas asked.
her eyes as the time he’d dared to ask her about
“Yes, I’d like you to meet my father. Father
her Christmas fetish, as if revealing their pasts was
Christmas. He’s come all the way to see you.”
not part of the package - If you must know, she’d
“All the way from where?”
snapped, my mother died when I was three and
“Lapland of course,” Santa said dismissively.
my poor grieving father turned to the cheeriness
“This one will need to wake up a bit if he’s to come
of Christmas for comfort. She didn’t want to
and work for me.”
discuss it again.
That was it.
On the real Christmas
He never tired of waking to
That was enough. Nicolas
Eve, Nicolas went through
his fantasy, the silky straps
wanted out. Out of the
his usual routine. He left
the mince pies and sherry
of her negligee falling down window.
“I really need
out for Santa (he would
smooth,
milky
shoulders.
the toilet,” he said, and he
then clear them in the
She was Venus, Cleopatra,
was relieved when they let
morning when Sarah
wasn’t looking). They
Nefertiti, Linda Hamilton in him go because in a horror
film - and this had all the
awaited the chimes of
the original Terminator.
makings of one - that
midnight before placing
would never happen.
each other’s stockings at
He hurried up the stairs and once inside the tiled
the side of the bed while the other was brushing
fortress he locked the door, made his way over to
their teeth, and then they crawled into the warmth
the window, opened it as quietly as possible and
of bed.
climbed out into the cold freedom of Christmas
“Ho Ho Ho,” Nicolas had been in the prime of
day. I am alive, he thought, and he was able to take
sleep when he woke, abruptly, to find the
one deep exhilarating breath before the ladder
silhouette of Santa Claus, a large bell in his hand.
came away from the wall. He looked to the imagiHe flicked on a light and alerted Sarah who was
nary camera like Wylie Coyote, his tongue hanging
still sleeping.
out in surprise, his attempt to scramble back up
“Santa Claus, there at the end of the bed,” he
the ladder and through the window all too late.
panicked.
Sarah eyed him suspiciously as if he’d gone mad.
This is it, he thought as the rush of frosted
“I think you must have been dreaming, darling,” she
garden and pavement approached. This is the
told him and she rubbed his chest in brisk circular
end.
movements until he drifted back to sleep.
But it wasn’t the end. It was worse. When he
When he woke again it was real Christmas morgained consciousness a blur of red and white
ning, but things were not as they should have
gradually took the form of Santa’s face. A concerbeen. For starters, Sarah wasn’t in the bed, and
ned Sarah was at his side and scrambling all
there was no stocking awaiting him. He hurried
around in what appeared to be a giant toy factory
downstairs to find the mince pies and sherry (the
were men dressed as elves going about their
whole bottle of it) really had gone.
He heard Christmassy music and followed it to
duties. He looked up to the television screen
the front room, opening the door to find a smiling
where an elfin queen with giant ears was making
Sarah standing next to an enormous present that
her Christmas day speech. His head was splitting.
was the height of the tree.
An elf with a stethoscope came into the picture
“Open it now!” she demanded excitedly, but
waving a hand in front of his eyes. “You’re in the
before he had the chance the present started to
Royal Free Hospital Nicolas. You’ve had a nasty
move and with a few irritated spasms, it opened
fall. Dr Elf told him, “You may be experiencing
itself.
some mild hallucinations but not to worry,
“Why isn’t he dressed in his elf costume?” the
you’re in safe hands now.”
grumpy Santa asked. He was tall and menacing
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Are you a Crafty Sew and So, a Nifty Knitter,

Children’s activities, inspiring ideas and

Hooked on Crochet, a Jewellery Genius, a Creative

‘make your own’ crafts for Wednesdays,

Card Maker, a Gift Goddess, a Cupcake Queen,

weekends and wet weather days!

a Budding Artist, a Snappy Photographer or Potty

Encouraging creativity and imagination

About Clay? We are promoting enterprising mums

through simple and fun projects ...

who are ‘making it in France’ ... JOIN US TODAY!

COME TAKE A LOOK AT OUR NEW PAGE.

Whether you wish to advertise your business, find that perfect handmade gift or be creative with your
children, we have something for everyone!
Contact: Tara Knight on 06.73.61.56.20 or send an email to: contact@mumslove2make.com
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YOGA IYENGAR
Class in English-French in BRAX (31) • Thursdays from 2:00 to 3:30 PM
BKS Iyengar method is based on strength and power development thanks to the awareness of body dynamism. Precise alignment and adjustment of postures lead to the connection of all parts of the body and
from the body to the mind.
Iyengar Yoga can be practiced by everyone. The use of self designed props helps the practitioner to
achieve perfection in all the postures without damaging the body. Specific care for women and adapted to
specific needs for every age-group
Contact: Sylvie Teulé, 06 74 39 32 05 for further details.

FAMILY LIVES

HELP! Need to hear a friendly unjudgemental voice?
Are you feeling blue about your children's behaviour?
Did someone say something that made you doubt your ability as a parent?
Is your husband driving you mad?
Do you have a question you do not want to ask anyone you know?
Do you want to hear a friendly voice or read a friendly reply without judgment?
Family lives is for you! Email or telephone one of our volunteers.
http://familylives.org.uk/
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INDIAN HEAD, NECK AND BACK MASSO-RELAXATION
The perfect lunch-hour treatment - you keep your clothes on
and no oils are used!

Special Offer for Tots & Co Members before 31st December 2013:
Full 40-minute session: 25 euros.
Up-and-Go Invigorating Treatment (approx. 20 minutes): 15 euros.
Easy access from Blagnac/Colomiers and Toulouse town centre.
Please contact Jennie Taylor, Naturopath,
at jennietaylor@hotmail.fr or on 07 86 39 62 28.
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Situated in the village of Le Grès (5 mins from Thil), our innovative
International crèche offers 10 places. Your children will be cared for
in a multilinguistic environment by professionals from France,
England, Spain and Germany.

Are you interested in a FREE OF CHARGE(!)
English play time / tea time for your bilingual /
French-educated child?
Mother of Arthur, 5 and Oscar 3, I wish to set up a very informal English tea time play
for children in “La Maternelle” (3-6 year olds) who have limited access to English but
who have at least one parent who is a native English speaker.
The informal tea time play would take place every two to three weeks (according to
demand) on a Wednesday afternoon from 3.30-6pm in Portet sur Garonne
(or anywhere else anybody would like to meet)! and the onus is very simply on having
fun and meeting other people who speak English.
If you like the sound of the idea (and I very much hope you do as I think it could
be great fun), please email me on: riviere.naomi@gmail.com
Thank you and look forward to seeing you!
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of our newsletter?
Do you have an article to contribute
or a topic you would like
to see covered?
Have a problem
for our agony aunt?
A photo you would like to submit
for next issue’s front page?

We’d love to hear
from you.
Your name will only be printed if you
agree to it being printed. By default
you shall remain anonymous
We welcome all submissions, thoughts,
comments, criticisms... :)

Please get in touch!

timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
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Calling all Entrepreneurs,
Mompreneurs, Dadreneurs,
Crafters….

Spring Fair 2014
Save the Date !

This years’ Spring Fair will be on

Saturday April 6th, 2014.
Book your table now !
Only €12 per table for Tots & Co. members
Get your forms in before Jan 31st, and get a 10% discount !

E-mail : tots.spring.fair@gmail.com

